86. **BANJERANGIC GROUP**

86. *Banjgeranj* - now assigned in the group above - see 85.2*.

87. **VAITHMATHANGIC GROUP**

O'Grady et al classified only *Yadjmadhang* in this group. 'RLS' noted that probably *Dhudhuruwa* was a member of the group (see 'RLS' 7Sr.). Wurm has added another dialect, *Pallangamiddah* with a query.

87.1* *Yadjmadhang*  

(87)

*yadjmadhang* (AIAS), *Jadjmadang* (AC, orig. AIAS), *Jaithmathang* (T, O'G, 'RLS', SAW), *Yadjmadang* (SAW alt. sp.)

87.2* *Dhudhuruwa*  

(7Sr.)

*Dhudhuruwa* (AIAS), *Duduruwa* (SAW, AC, AIAS, 'RLS' 7Sr.), *Dhudhuroa* (SAW alt. sp.); originally listed in 'RLS' as alternate name for *Yadjmahang*.

87.3* *Ballangamiddah* *?

*Ballangamiddah* (AIAS), *Pallangamiddah* (SAW)